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The signal

- A hint of light Higgs signal around 124-126 GeV.

95% CL exclusion on the signal strength 
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Zoom in:

Expected exclusion at 95% CL: 120-555 GeV

Observed exclusion at 95% CL: 110-117.5, 118.5-122.5, 129-539 GeV

Observed exclusion at 99% CL: 130-486 GeV
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Tevatron

15

Upper Limits on BEH Boson Production

! 95% C.L. upper limits on SM Higgs boson production at the Tevatron

! Expected exclusion:   100 < M
H
 < 120 GeV       141 < M

H
 < 184 GeV

! Observed exclusion:  100 < M
H
 < 106 GeV        147 < M

H
 < 179 GeV
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Why new  physics

- Naturalness puzzle. 
Why the electroweak scale, or higgs mass, so 
much less than other possible fundamental scales, 
for example, MPl = 1019 GeV.

Is such a large scale separation generic in 
quantum theory? Due to quantum fluctuations,

Large fine-tuning. Something needs to control the 
quantum fluctuations. 

- Well known scenarios: SUSY and compositeness
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Why new physics?

- Naturalness, new physics must couple to the 
Higgs. 

Higgs mass is the one to protect. 
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How might NP show up?

- Being directly produced and detected at the LHC. 
SUSY: superpartners.

Composite Higgs (extra dim): resonances. 

- Modification of Higgs production and decay. 
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How might NP show up?

- Being directly produced and detected at the LHC. 
SUSY: superpartners.

Composite Higgs (extra dim): resonances. 

- Modification of Higgs production and decay. 
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Any hints?
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h→γγ higher than SM prediction?

- Over interpreting, of course. 

- But, it is fun to see what it might mean if this is 
true.
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Figure 8: The best-fit signal strength µ = !/!SM as a function of the Higgs boson mass hypothesis for

the H ! ## (a), the H ! ZZ(") ! !+!#!+!# (b) and H ! WW (") ! !+%!#% (c) individual channels.

The µ value indicates by what factor the SM Higgs boson cross-section would have to be scaled to best

match the observed data. The light-blue band shows the approximate ±1! range.
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Fitted signal strength !/!SM 
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gg→h enhancement?

- Maybe not. 

- No excess in WW. 

H ! WW (") ! !"!": Background compatibility

Introduction / High-mH search: !!"", !!jj, !"jj / Low-mH search: 4!, ## • !"!", bb, $$ / Combination / End? 35/24
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In the framework of a natural theory:

- Implications of mh = 125 GeV?

- Accommodate significant modifications of Higgs 
pheno? 
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Higgs in SUSY.

~ 70 papers so far, > 80% on SUSY
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SUSY and mh = 125 GeV

- Natural. Prefer light Higgs.
A bit heavy for MSSM. But certainly possible.  

Is heavy scalar reasonable? Maybe.

Giudice, Strumia, 2011
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Extensions of MSSM

- MSSM
Higgs quartic from SM D-term

mh = 125 GeV needs MSUSY ≫ Mtop 

- Extensions → new quartic coupling?
NMSSM, sister Higgs...
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Extended gauge symmetry

- New non-decoupling D-term. 

- Simplest possibility, a new U(1)’. 
SSB near weak scale.

Higgs charged under this U(1)’, qh≠0. 

- A new U(1)’ also implies additional states.
New Higgs field for the U(1)’.

Could have new exotics from anomaly cancellation.

Batra, Delgado, Kaplan, Tait,  hep-ph/0309149
Maloney, Pierce, Wacker, hep-ph/0409127
Zhang, An, Ji, Mohapatra, 0804.0268
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Choice of U(1)’

- Many candidates for U(1)’. 

- U(1)PQ is interesting. 
Connection to the μ-problem.

qh ≠ 0, by definition. 

- U(1)PQ breaking can be quite involved. We focus on 
a simplified scenario.

PQ symmetry breaking scale fPQ > MZ’ 

Integrate out the radial modes. 
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Effect of vector multiplet

- SSB by Ψi 

- We will further integrate out the saxion and the 
vector. 

EFI–
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Gauged Pecci-Quinn Symmetry In Supersymmetry And 125 GeV Higgs Signal
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Recent Standard Model (SM) Higgs searches in the CMS and the ATLAS experiments both
indicate sizable event excess in the di-photon modes (with m!! ! 124" 126 GeV), with the signal
rate being about twice larger than the predictions by a 125 GeV Higgs boson in the SM. We explicitly
show that in supersymmetric models with an extension of gauged Pecci-Quinn symmetry, the SM-
like Higgs boson mass and its di-photon decay width can get sizable corrections from the U(1)PQ

D-terms and its anomaly spectators, respectively. An enhanced di-photon signal rate as well as a
mass ! 124" 126 GeV for the SM-like Higgs boson, which are required for fitting the current CMS
and the ATLAS data correctly, therefore can be simultaneously achieved without violating other
experimental bounds.

PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently both the CMS and the ATLAS collaborations
announce their observation of sizable event excess in the
Standard Model (SM) Higgs searches via di-photon decay
mode (with m!! ! 124" 126 GeV), with the signal rate
being about twice larger than the predictions by a 125
GeV Higgs boson in the SM. Interpreting the event excess
as Higgs signals naturally raises the question whether it
can be accommodated in supersymmetry (SUSY), one of
the most popular candidate theories to explain the dy-
namical origin of the Electroweak symmetry breaking. In
the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM),
this turns out to be highly non-trivial. To get a SM-like
Higgs boson with its mass being 124 ! 126 GeV via loop
corrections, either a large trilinear soft parameter or large
soft mass parameters for stop quarks are required. More
di!cultly, tree-level vacuum stabilization condition typ-
ically leads to a large mixing with the down-type Higgs
component in the SM-like Higgs boson and hence the di-
photon signal rate is suppressed because of the enhanced
bb̄ decay width. To get a enhanced di-photon signal rate
therefore becomes a highly non-trivial problem1.

On the other hand, the MSSM su"ers a notorious µ
problem, caused by a scale-violating term ! µHuHd in
its superpotential. Here Hd and Hu are Higgs doublets
coupling to the supermultiplets of the SM down- and up-
type fermions, respectively. One well-known solution to
the µ problem is by introducing a discrete Pecci-Quinn
(PQ) symmetry Z3. Then the bare µ term is forbidden

1 Though a mild enhancement is allowed either by using loop cor-
rections to suppress the mixing angle of the SM-like Higgs boson
CITE or by introducing a very light stau lepton CITE, such sce-
narios are highly constrained by current experimental bounds
CITE.

and an e"ective µ-term can be dynamically produced via
W ! !SHuHd, with µe! = !#S$. Here S is an extra
SM-singlet supermultiplet.

Next we will show that, if the discrete Z3 symmetry is
lifted to a gauged continuous one, the Higgs physics can
be significantly a"ected. First, the U(1)PQ gauge sym-
metry introduces new D-terms which can raise the SM-
like Higgs boson mass at tree level. More interestingly,
the U(1)PQ symmetry is violated by quantum anomaly
if no new supermultiplets carrying U(1)PQ charges are
involved. Gauging it necessarily requires new charged
spectators which can significantly enhance the "" decay
width of the SM-like Higgs boson.

II. GAUGED U(1)PQ SYMMETRY

First let us consider the impact of a gauged U(1)PQ

symmetry on the EW theory in a model-independent
way. If the U(1)PQ symmetry is broken by fields !i

whose scalar components obtain vacuum expectation val-
ues (VEVs) fi, then in the limit of unbroken SUSY, the
theory has an axion chiral supermultiplet (for recent dis-
cussions, e.g., see [1]),

A =
1%
2
(s + ia) +

%
2#ã + #2F , (1)

with

!i = fie
qiA/fPQ , f2

PQ =
!

i

q2
i f2

i . (2)

Here fPQ is the U(1)PQ breaking scale and qi is the U(1)
charge of !i. If the U(1)PQ symmetry is global, the
mass of the axion a is directly protected by the Goldstone
theorem while the saxion s and axino ã masses are, in
turn, protected by SUSY. With SUSY weakly broken for
A, ã obtains a small mass ! O(1)GeV and nicely serves
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Effective Higgs potential 

- Integrating out saxion and massive U(1). 
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Correction to Higgs mass
- Massive vector multiplet in SUSY limit. 

- For 

- Tree level correction to Higgs mass
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O(1) corrections to h→γγ
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v
#IFµ!Fµ! !Itop ! 0.5 !IW ! "2.1

3

Here I is a measure of the coupling strength of the hSM!
!!! vertex. In the SM, the main contributions are due to
top quarks, W bosons and charged Higgs bosons because
of their relatively large couplings, with CITE

Itop " 0.5, IW " !2.1 (12)

In SUSY, new contributions arise from charged superpar-
ticles, including chargino, squarks and sleptons, but they
are typically small in the MSSM [5]. Here we will simply
ignore them and focus on the new contributions arising
from the U(1)PQ anomaly spectators.
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FIG. 1: Decay width of h ! !! as a function of Iexotic com-
pared with predicted by SM.

The Higgs boson is a quantum fluctuation of its classi-
cal field configuration after the EW symmetry breaking.
Any particles coupling to the Higgs boson must get a
mass from the Vacuum Expectation Value (VEV) of the
Higgs field. Therefore, the e!ective interaction of the
Higgs boson and di-photon can be calculated through
the photon self-energy corrections, with them induced
by charged particles which are coupled to the Higgs bo-
son by perturbing their masses. The contributions of the
fermion loop (mediated by fi) and boson loop (mediated
by bi) are then given by

Ifi =
Q2

fi

3
YfivEW#

2Mfi

, Ibi =
Q2

bi

12

!
YbivEW#

2Mbi

"2

. (13)

Here Qfi,bi , Mfi,bi and Yfi,bi are the mediators’ charge,
mass and its coupling with the Higgs boson, respectively.
In the SM, the fermions obtain their mass by interacting
with the unique Higgs field only, so Yfi

vEW

Mfi
$ 1 and the

sign of Ifi is fixed to be di!erent from the IW one. This
is not necessarily to be the case for a general fermionic
mediator however. If the fermionic mediator obtains its
mass from more than one source, the sign of Mfi can
be di!erent from the YfivEW one. Its contribution to
the Higgs di-photon decay amplitude therefore can be in
the same direction as the W boson does. The U(1)PQ

anomaly spectators are such an example.

Particles Gauge charges Particles Gauge charges

Li (1; 2; "1/2; 1/2) Qi (3; 2; 1/6; 1/2)
N̄i (1; 1; 0; 1/2) ūi (3̄; 1; "2/3; 1/2)
ēi (1; 1; 1; 1/2) d̄i (3̄; 1; 1/3; 1/2)
Hd (1; 2; "1/2; "1) Hu (1; 2; 1/2; "1)

T1 (3; 1; 1/3; "1) Tc
1 (3̄; 1; "1/3; "1)

T2 (3; 1; 2/3; "1) Tc
2 (3̄; 1; "2/3; "1)

T3 (3; 1; 2/3; "1) Tc
3 (3̄; 1; "2/3; "1)

D1 (1; 2; 1/2; "1) Dc
1 (1; 2; "1/2; "1)

D2 (1; 2; 1/2; "1) Dc
2 (1; 2; "1/2; "1)

X (1; 1; 1; 2) Xc (1; 1; -1; 2)
N (1; 1; 0; 2) Nc (1; 1; 0; 2)

S (1; 1; 0; 2) Sc (1; 1; 0; "2)
S1 (1; 1; 0; "4) Sc

1 (1; 1; 0; 4)

TABLE I: Quantum numbers under the SU(3)C # SU(2)L #
U(1)Y # U(1)PQ gauge symmetries. (S,Sc) and (S1,Sc

1) are
two pairs of vector-like supermultiplets which carry U(1)PQ

charges only.

In the case of scalars, if their couplings to Higgs are A-
term like, the contributions to the Higgs di-photon decay
can be either positive or negative just like the fermion
case, while their signs are fixed to be positive if the cou-
plings are F -term like. But, compared with the e!ec-
tive interaction induced by Dirac fermions, their contri-
butions are suppressed by a factor of Y vEW/4M . So one
can only take into account of the fermionic contributions
if their mass scale is much larger than the EW one.

The decay width of h % !! (rescaled by the SM pre-
diction) as a function of Inew is shown in Fig. 1, which in-
dicates that the Higgs di-photon decay rate can serve as a
good probe to the exotic charged particles. Particularly,
it can be enhanced by twice for an extra contribution
with Inew & !0.7.

V. ELECTROWEAK PRECISION TESTS

The spectators of the U(1)PQ anomaly may take elec-
troweak charges. If so, although they might be heavy
and hard to be produced directly in colliders, they can
have non-trivial contributions to the EWPT observables
which in turn can be applied to constrain this model.

VI. ONE ANOMALY-FREE EXAMPLE

Anomaly-free U(1)PQ gauge symmetry can be achieved
in SUSY in multiple ways. But, new EW doublets and
color triplets which carry U(1)PQ charges are both re-
quired for canceling the SU(2)2 'U(1)PQ and SU(3)2 '
U(1)PQ anomalies, respectively. Without loss of general-
ity, let us consider the model given in Table I. Its super-
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Why is it not so easy?

- SM h→γγ is given by W and top loops.
W, t: light (∼100 GeV), large coupling to the 
Higgs.

New states must be similar.

- In SUSY, new particles can be either fermion or 
boson. 

- New fermion: 
Yukawa like coupling: hu,d DN. 

Need to check EWPT. 
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Light scalar? 

- Safest way: λH✝H S✝S (Higgs portal). 
λ<0, opposite to the top contribution,          
enhance h→γγ

- However, this does not work for SUSY. 
H✝H S✝S is of the form of F-term coupling to 
sfermions. 

However, cancellation of quadratic divergence fixes 
λ>0. For example, for stop, λ=|yt|2.
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More specifically

- Large off-diagonal mixing, Xf, necessary for 
enhancement. 

- Split scalar spectrum.

Mf̃ (h) =

!
m2

f̃L
+ y2

2 h2 + ... yhXf

yhXf m2
f̃R

+ y2

2 h2 + ...

"

!

!h
log(det Mf̃ (h = v)) !

m2
f̃L

+ m2
f̃R
"X2

f

m2
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+ m2
f̃R
"X2

f (yv)2
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boosting the di-photon mode?

- light stau!
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Figure 4: Contour plots of the ratio of the !(gg ! h)" BR(h ! "") to its SM value, in the
me3–mL3 plane, for µ = 1030 GeV, as well as in the µ –mL3 plane, for me3 = mL3 ,
and tan# = 10 (above) and tan# = 60 (below). The red dashed lines are the contours
at equal lightest stau masses. The yellow shaded area is the area satisfying the LEP
bound on the lightest stau mass. Enhanced branching ratios are obtained for values of
µ for which the stau mixing becomes relevant and the lightest stau mass is close to its
experimental limit, of about 100 GeV.
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Carena, Gori, Shah, Wagner. 1112.3336
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Exotics

- U(1)PQ is anomalous. We need to add exotics to 
cancel anomaly. 

- It is possible that exotics can couple to the Higgs, 
and carry electric charge.

- We explore the possibility of having light exotics 
with sizable coupling to the Higgs.

Enhanced h→γγ
Consistent with constraints (precision, collider)
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Exotics, an example
4

Particles Gauge charges Particles Gauge charges

Li (1; 2; !1/2; 1/2) Qi (3; 2; 1/6; 1/2)
N̄i (1; 1; 0; 1/2) ūi (3̄; 1; !2/3; 1/2)
ēi (1; 1; 1; 1/2) d̄i (3̄; 1; 1/3; 1/2)
Hd (1; 2; !1/2; !1) Hu (1; 2; 1/2; !1)

T1 (3; 1; 1/3; !1) Tc
1 (3̄; 1; !1/3; !1)

T2 (3; 1; 2/3; !1) Tc
2 (3̄; 1; !2/3; !1)

T3 (3; 1; 2/3; !1) Tc
3 (3̄; 1; !2/3; !1)

D1 (1; 2; 1/2; !1) Dc
1 (1; 2; !1/2; !1)

D2 (1; 2; 1/2; !1) Dc
2 (1; 2; !1/2; !1)

X (1; 1; 1; 2) Xc (1; 1; -1; 2)
N (1; 1; 0; 2) Nc (1; 1; 0; 2)

S (1; 1; 0; 2) Sc (1; 1; 0; !2)
S1 (1; 1; 0; !4) Sc

1 (1; 1; 0; 4)

TABLE I: Quantum numbers under SU(3)C " SU(2)L "
U(1)Y " U(1)PQ for the MSSM supermultiplets and U(1)PQ

anomaly spectators.
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Exotics, an example
4

Particles Gauge charges Particles Gauge charges

Li (1; 2; !1/2; 1/2) Qi (3; 2; 1/6; 1/2)
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anomaly spectators.
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Exotics, an example
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Can couple to Higgs

W = !1,2(HuD1,2X
c + HdD1,2N

c) + (D ! Dc, Xc ! X, N c ! N)
+ MDD1,2D

c
1,2 + MXXXc + MNNN c + ...
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Exampls: light scalar

- gPQ = 0.6, fPQ = 2.5 TeV, λ=0.25, tanβ = 5

- Aλ/fPQ =0.4, Δms/Ms =0.4

- γ1,2 = 0.1, γA1  = -950 GeV, MD= 600 GeV,          
Mx,N = 400 GeV

- mstop = 200 GeV.

- mh = 125 GeV, h→γγ ≈ 1.5 × SM

- lightest charged scalar: 130 GeV.
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Examples: light fermion

- gPQ = 0.6, fPQ = 2.5 TeV, λ=0.25, tanβ = 1.3

- Aλ/fPQ =0.4, Δms/Ms =0.4

- γ1,2 = 1.6, γA1  = 300 GeV,                             
MD= 500 GeV, Mx,N = 300 GeV

- mstop = 200 GeV.

- mh = 125 GeV, h→γγ ≈ 2 × SM

- lightest charged fermion: 108 GeV.
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Couplings of the light states. 

- Discovery in direct SUSY searches might be 
difficult. 

- Modification of Higgs decay maybe their first 
signal. 

DQuc DcQdc

HuHuXc HdHuN c

Higgs, Higgsino-like

Singlet, singlino-like
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Conclusion

- 2012 is going to be a year of Higgs. 
Confirm a light Higgs signal, or

Rule out SM-like weakly coupled Higgs.

- 125 GeV Higgs has significant implications on 
SUSY parameter space

Heavy scalar.

Extension of MSSM. 

- Watch for deviations of Higgs properties. 
Special, complicated, models. 
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SUSY limit

- Massive vector multiplet in the SUSY limit.

- Higgs quartic couplings
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